Himalaya hammer Sambotta

Himalaya International Model School (HIMS) hammered Sambotta School 67-40 in the Kodomo Baba Basketball Tournament here today.

In the senior boys' match, Sonam Th amazing netted 21 points as HIMS outplayed Sambotta in the final quarter. HIMS started with a 19-7 lead in the first quarter, while Sambotta only managed to reduce the deficit in the second scoring 15 to that of eight of their opponents.

HIMS then stretched the lead to 11 scoring 17 points against the 11 of Sambotta. HIMS added another 23 and conceding only nine in the final quarter.

Gyan Jyoti and Learning Realm International (LRI) were other teams to register victories in senior boys' matches. Bhim Limbu netted 22 points as Gyan Jyoti trounced Children's Liberty 47-14, while LRI cruised past Gyan Niketan 45-23 riding on a whopping 23 points from Nikesh Rai.

In the only girls' section match of the day, Chambhog defeated KMC School 23-18 with eight points from Smriti Gurung. Bishant Gurung scored seven points for the losing side.